The US National Science Foundation (NSF) requires all grant-funded research projects to include a “Broader Impacts” component, that is, the potential to benefit society and contribute to the achievement of specific, desired societal outcomes.1,2 However, achieving the broader impacts mission with full participation from all members is a significant challenge faced by research centers, as well as other large groups of researchers who work together in departments, laboratory groups, and training grants (groups of trainees at an institution).

Large, NSF-funded research centers, such as the Materials Research Science and Engineering Centers (MRSECs), have a unique opportunity to achieve broader impacts by using researchers’ collective, interdisciplinary expertise to assist in both the development of novel products and programs and the evaluation of their scientific content. This type of engagement is particularly valuable to the creation of innovative and accurate educational products that can engage people outside of the research field with concepts related to cutting-edge research, help them to understand the importance of science and engineering, and stimulate the future workforce’s interest in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM).

To engage participation of all center members in educational products development, the MRSEC at the University of Wisconsin–Madison created the Breakthrough Research and Education Workshop (BREW). BREW combines cutting-edge research presentations with an education workshop focused on the development of novel, research-inspired educational content.

### BREW E/O workshop outcomes

BREW’s E/O workshop is designed as a brainstorming session, which typically yields a large number of ideas. Additionally, the workshop serves the larger purpose of emphasizing the importance of education and outreach in the Center’s mission and getting faculty, students, and staff thinking about how educational activities are developed. This workshop typically leads to further discussions throughout the year about how the Center’s research can be translated into public outreach activities. Ultimately, a subset of the ideas from the BREW is further developed into public outreach activities or programs.

One example of content that arose from the 2013 BREW E/O workshop is
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a three-dimensional, touch screen simulation called Atom Touch, which was developed in collaboration with MRSEC faculty member Dane Morgan, University of Wisconsin–Madison, who had the initial idea. Atom Touch was designed to engage middle-school students in learning about how atoms interact with one another and behave under changing physical conditions. The game has been played more than 130,000 times since it was released in February 2018 on the online educational website, BrainPOP.

Other content that arose from the BREW includes a liquid-crystal sensor that undergoes a dramatic visual change from bright to black in the presence of volatile organic compounds, and a board game about how crystals form. The board game was later developed into a digital game called Crystal Cave, which has been played more than 135,000 times since its release. All of these activities were developed, tested, and refined by the MRSEC’s E/O staff in collaboration with researchers.

Effective practices for the BREW E/O workshop

Based on our experience with the E/O workshops, we have developed a set of effective practices designed to engage researchers in education efforts. These include expecting all members to participate, connecting the E/O activities to the broader research mission of the organization, providing activities that require participants to work in diverse teams, engaging in small group work that requires refinement of the ideas generated, presenting top ideas to all participants for further refinement/prioritization, and evaluating the participant experience to enable continuous improvement. See inset box for a detailed list of effective practices.

Impact of the BREW E/O workshop on attendees

To evaluate the efficacy of the BREW E/O workshop, we distributed surveys following past workshops that led to improvements in subsequent workshop iterations. Data from the 2013 and 2014 workshops are shown in Figure 1. Suggestions the respondents gave for improving the E/O workshop included giving the workshop more time, building upon existing outreach activities, and having people complete pre-workshop activities to prepare for the BREW E/O workshop. Some suggestions from the evaluation were incorporated into subsequent E/O workshops as part of their iterative improvement.

Extensions of the BREW E/O workshop format

The goals of the BREW E/O workshop can be altered to suit various needs. For example, instead of focusing on new activity development, teams could evaluate activities that are under development. In this case, the workshop format can be similar to the one described earlier, but the session starts with an introduction of the activity and an opportunity for hands-on engagement. The brainstorming session then focuses on ways to improve and expand the scope of the activity. During the 2017 BREW, researchers play-tested the prototype of a digital game about scientific modeling. The E/O staff and game developers evaluated the attendees’ experiences through observation and written surveys. Then the Center members broke into teams to brainstorm ways to improve
the modeling game and introduce more materials science-specific concepts into the game play. This valuable researcher feedback was incorporated into the game, along with teacher feedback and student playtest data, ultimately resulting in the final version of the game, *Lost at the Forever Mine,* which was released on BrainPOP in October 2019 and received 6700 plays in the first six weeks.

Although the Wisconsin MRSEC created BREW to address both research exchange and engagement of MRSEC researchers in broader impacts, the BREW format can also be adapted for other groups. For example, departments or large laboratories could incorporate an education workshop into annual scientific retreats, or training grant directors could create a BREW-like event for their grantees. The education workshop can also focus on other science communication goals, such as creating blog posts or NSF highlights for public audiences, developing public engagement skills, or creating public elevator pitches on research topics. Our center has found that this fun, engaging workshop is an excellent way to build community across our group and enhance all attendees’ science communication skills, while addressing NSF’s policy on Broader Impacts.
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